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Power and Authority - The Nazi Regime

Survey
● an overview of the peace treaties which ended World War I and their consequences

Two Primary Treaties:
- The Armistice
- The Treaty of Versailles

The Armistice - 11 November 1918

- signed to end the conflict
- requested by the German Supreme Command - it is a surrender

The Treaty of Versailles - Paris Peace Conference - 1919

Questions remained following the armistice regarding how the war would be settled:
- how could peace be maintained?
- what would the fate of the Central Powers be?
- who would pay for the war?
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- in 1932, Presidential elections re-elected VON HINDENBURG, but showed immense support for
HITLER on an unprecedented scale

THE 1932 ELECTIONS:

- sensing weakness, Shleicher again advised the elderly President, this time suggesting the firing
of Bruning and instating of VON PAPEN as Chancellor, hoping for a stronger leader

- however, Von Papen had little to no support outside of the two men, and it was clear he
would not be able to maintain his post

- 1932 saw the final Reichstag elections
- Hitler conducted a widespread campaign of speeches, rallies etc that bolstered his party

support
- fought hard in the leadup sensing an opportunity
- 13.7 MILLION GERMANS VOTED FOR THE NAZI PARTY IN 1932
- THE NAZIS WERE NOW THE LARGEST PARTY IN THE REICHSTAG

- Hitler then demanded the chancellorship, as was custom for the leader of the majority party
- Von Hindenburg denied him, fearing his extremist views

- due to his complete lack of support, Germans were forced to vote again at the end of 1932 in a
second election, which Von Papen hoped would shoe decreased Nazi support

- Nazi support did slightly fall, but they HELD THEIR MAJORITY

Thus, Hitler was (hesitantly) appointed Chancellor of Germany in 1933
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Robert Ley
1890-1945

Head of the German Labour Front

- Headed the German Labour Front, the replacement for the trade unions
in Germany

- oversaw the Nazi control of the working class

KEY FOR PARTY CONTROL

Died by suicide by hanging in 1945

● various methods used by the Nazi regime to exercise control; including
○ laws
○ censorship
○ repression
○ terror
○ propaganda
○ cult of personality

LAWS

Primary Decrees/Laws:
1. ARTICLE 48 - dictatorial powers for the Weimar President
2. Enabling Act - granted Chancellor Hitler legislative powers overruling those of the Reichstag
3. Reichstag Fire Decree - ended civil liberties in Germany, banned the Communist party

4. Nuremberg Laws
- REICH CITIZENSHIP LAW (defined who was German, and the Jew as a race)
- LAW FOR THE PROTECTION OF GERMAN BLOOD AND GERMAN HONOUR

(forbade German relationships with non-Germans)

CENSORSHIP/REPRESSION

- all viewpoints in opposition to Nazi ideology were censored entirely
- Goebbels held a monopoly on media in all of Germany

- i.e. a screening of All Quiet On The Western Front was infiltrated by Goebbels and SA
officers, throwing smoke bombs and evacuating the premises as they deemed the film too
realistic in its depictions of the sadness of war
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- encouraged acts of sabotage and political protest
- pamphlet and poster campaigns
- in 1941 alone over 7000 workers were arrested for refusing to work, going on strike etc

The Search For Peace And Security In The World
● an overview of the search for peace and security in 1919-1946
● the ambitions of Germany in Europe and Japan in the Asia-Pacific

- Germany and Japan had similar aims in their respective neighbouring regions in the war period,
especially with their imperialist ideals

- their aims were critically important to the development of the conflict that would become
WWII

Germany in Europe:
- ‘The year 1941 will be, I am convinced, the historical year of a great European New Order’ (Hitler, 1941)

- Germany’s ambitions in Europe revolved around the desire to establish a ‘New Order of Europe’
- complex plan with many layers

- lebensraum → the making clear of Europe for the Aryan race to inhabit, and eradicating
those in the path

- social darwinism → used to justify the systematic oppression/eradication of ‘inferior races’
in Europe

Aims of the New Order:
1. creating a pan-German racial state that expanded throughout Europe
2. Aryah supremacy
3. undertaking the Final Solution
4. removal of the Slavic peoples
5. economic revival program

- Overall, the New Order held ambitions plans of global territorial and racial Germanisation

The Final Solution:
- the Nazi ‘final solution to the Jewish problem’
- plan involved the segregation and dehumanisation of the Jews and the systematic annihilation of

the entire population
- concentration camps/death camps were a pivotal part of the plan
- also involved the train networks, ghettos etc
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